[Immunohistochemical studies of the role of dopaminergic retinal cells in neuronal light adaptation].
Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) like immunoreactivity was investigated in frozen sections and in whole mounts of the chicken and bovine retina in order to investigate the distribution and role of dopaminergic structures in retinal circuiting. By means of monoclonal antibodies against tyrosine hydroxylase the dopaminergic retinal structures were marked and their distribution determined by light microscopy. In both species TH-positive labelled cell bodies were localized in the innermost part of the inner nuclear layer (INL) close to the inner plexiform layer (IPL). In addition, in bovine retina TH-positive cell bodies were also located in the IPL and in the ganglion cell layer. TH-positive cell bodies gave rise to one to four fibers, which extended into sublayer 1 of the inner plexiform layer. In this sublayer fine fibers with button like structures were visible establishing a dense TH-positive plexus. In both species within this plexus small spots, free of any staining and surrounded by a ring of TH-positive fibers, could be observed. These "ring-like" structures were twice as frequent in bovine than in chicken retina. One to three thicker fibers per cell project into sublayer 3 and 4-5 of the IPL. In sublayer 3 of chicken retina they ramified into very long and fine fibers with small "bouton" like knobs. In bovine retina similar long fine fibers are found predominantly in sublayer 4-5. In sublayer 4-5 of the chicken retina the fibers were short and thick and shows a clear ramification pattern. They were found to be in close contact to the fibers of adjacent TH-positive cells. In bovine retina thin fibers arose from the TH-positive plexus in sublayer 1, passed through the INL and ramified within the outer plexiform layer (OPL). In chicken retina fibers only occasionally entered the INL; in the OPL fibers never could be observed. The appearance of TH-positive cells in the bovine and chicken retina resembles that of TH-positive cells found in other vertebrates. In whole mounted retinae from chicken and bovine the mean-density of TH-positive cells was 23 cells/mm2 and 27 cells/mm2, respectively. The fact that in the rod dominated bovine retina dopaminergic "ring-like" structures are observed more frequently than in the chicken retina may give a morphological hint that dopaminergic amacrine cells might be involved in neuronal retinal light adaptation.